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Chapter 1

PRELIMIN ARIES

This thesis is an expository account of a proof of the theorem of R.C.Cowsik

and M.V.Nori (1978), which asserts that every algebraic curve in an affine

space over a field of positive characteristic is a set theoretic complete inter-

section.

The plan of this thesis is as follows. In the remaining sections of

this chapter, we develop some background material which we hope will put

this theorem in context. We end this chapter with a precise statement of the

Cowsik-Nori theorem.

The proof of this theorem that this thesis presents depends cru-

cially on a theorem of Ferrand- Szpiro and Mohan Kumar. We present a

proof of this theorem in Chapter 2.

In chapter :3, which is the final chapter of this thesis, we present

a proof of the Cowsik-Nori theorem.This chapter ends with some concluding

remarks relating to the main theme of this thesis.



1.2 Affine algebraic curves

In this section we will review the notion of an affine algebraic curve and some

other related concepts.

Let k denote an arbitrary field. The set of n tuples (at, a2, ... , an)

where each aj is in k, 1 ~ i ~n, is called the affine n dimcnsional space over

k. This set is denoted by AI. or by An when the field k under consideration

is obvious from the context.

We wish to give An a topology called the Zariski topology. This

topology wilt be prescribed by specifying the collection of its closed sets. This

is done as follows.

Let k[XI, X2, ... , xn] denote the polynomial ring over k in n vari-

ables. We will interpret the elements of k[XI, X2, ... , xn] as functions from An

into k by writing f(P) = f(at,a2, ... ,an) for any f in k[XI,X2,oo.,Xn] and

any P = (aI, a2, ... , all) in A1l.

Let T be any subset of k[Xt, X2, ... , xn], then we define Z(T), the

zero set of T in An, to be the set of all P in An such that f( P) = a for all f

in T. That is , Z(T) is the set of "common zeros" of the elements of T.

We will define a subset of An to be closed in the Zariski topology

on An if and only if it is the zero set of some subset T of k[Xl' X2, ... ,xn].

Prop. 1.1 in Hartshorne (1977) shows that the Zariski topology is indeed a

topology on An.

We will define a nonempty subset Y of A1l to be irreducible if Y

cannot be written as the union of two proper closed subsets of A1l
•



Definition 1.1 An affine algebra£c val'£ety is an irreducible closed set of An

in the Zariski topology.

In order to define an affine algebraic curve, which is a special type

of affine algebraic variety, we need to introduce the notion of the dimension

of affine algebraic varieties.

Given an affine variety Y in An we may consider the set of all

polynomials in n variables over k whose zero set in An is precisely Y. This

set of polynomials is easily seen to be a prime ideal in k[XI, X2, ••• , xn]. We

denote this ideal by J(Y). Further, we define An(y) =i,[XI, X2, ... , xn]/ J(Y)

to be the affine coordinate ring of the variety Y.

The dimension of the variety Y is defined to be the Krull dimen-

sion of its affine coordinate ring A(Y).We will also use the following relation

between the height of J(Y) and the dimension of Y.

We refer to Matsllmura (1989), page ;30for a definition of dimen-

sion and height in this context.

Definition 1.2 An affine algebmic C1l1'Ve in An is a one dimensional affine

algebraic variety in An.

Example 1.1: An affine line is perhaps the simplest example of an affine

algebraic curve.

Let A = (a1,(£2, ... ,(£,,) and B = (b1,b·2, ... ,bn) be two fixed

points in An. The affine line joining A and B is defined as the set of all points



(Xl, X2, •.• , xn) in An which satisfy :l:j = >'aj + (1 - >')b; for all 1 :::;i :::;nand

some>' E k.

By eliminating the variable >. from the equations defining the

affine line one may see that an affine line is the zero set of n - 1 linearly

independent linear polynomials (with constant terms). Consequently, one

may show that the dimension of the affine line is 1, making it an affine

algebraic curve.

Note that as a variety the dimension of A" is n. Hence,in analogy

with the notion of a hyperplane in linear algebra we define

Just as a hyperplane in linear algebra is determined as the zero

set of a single nonconstant linear polynomial we have

Proposition 1.1 An affine algebraic variety in An is a hypersurface if and

only if it is the zero set of a single nonconstant irreducible polynomial in

k[xil X2,··· 1 Xn].

1.3 Set-theoretic complete intersections

In this section we will defin~ the hasic question that IS considered 111 this

thesis.
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To get to it we will let ourselves be lead by the analogy with

linear varieties that we have pursued so far. In example 1.1 it has been

remarked that every affine line is the intersection of n - 1 hyperplanes. Here,

by intersection we mean the intersection of the hyperplanes viewing them

as subsets of An. Emphasizing this we may say that an affine line is the

set-theoretic complete intersection of n - 1 hyperplanes. Motivated by this

observation we ask

Question 1.1 Is every affine algebraic CU1'Vein the affine space An over a

field k the set-theoretic complete intersection of n - 1 hypersurfaces in An ?

This question is the basic theme of this thesis. We will prefer to

restate this question in a more algebraic language, as follows. We will need

the following definition.

Definition 1.4 An ideal I of height m is said to be of pure height m if the

radicals of all the ideals that appear in the primary decomposition of I are

of height m.

Let Y be an affine curve. Since I(Y) is a prime ideal ,we know

from equation 1.1, I(Y) is of pure height 1/. - 1 . Further, we will introduce

the following terminology.

Definition 1.5 An ideal I in k[:r:l, X2, ... , :r:,.] is said to be set-theoretically

generated by n -1 elements if there exist irreducible polynomials fl,' .. , f"-l

in k[xl' X2,· .. , :r:,,] such that VI = vII .... ,J,,-I'



It follows from tIlt' N IIllstellensa.tz and Proposition 1.1 that Y is

a set theoretic intersection of n - 1 hypersurfaces if and only if I(Y) is set

theoretically generated by n - 1 elements. See Hartshorne (1977) prop. 1.2.d

for a proof.

Question 1.2 Let k be an a7'bitm1"y field and 1 be an ideal of pure height

n - 1 in k[Xl' X2, ... , xu]. Is 1 set theoretically generated by n - 1 elements ?

The theorem of Cowsik and Nori answers this question 111 the

affirmative for fields of positive characteristic.

Theorem 1.1 (Cowsik-Nori) Let k be a field of positive characteristic

and let I be an ideal of pure height n - 1 in k[Xl, X2, ... , xll]. Then I is

set-theoretically generated by n - 1 elements.

At this point the reader is perhaps curious to know what happens

over characteristic zero fields. For this and related remarks we direct the

reader's attention to the section titled some concluding remarks in Chapter 3.



Chapter 2

The proof of the Cowsik-Nori theorem presented in this thesis proceeds by

showing that an ideal I of pure height n - 1 in k[XI' X2, ••• , x,J is a locally

complete intersection ideal and then appealing to a theorem of Ferrand-Szpiro

and Mohan Kumar which asserts that if I is a locally complete intersection

ideal of height n - 1 in k[xI' X2, •.• ,xll], then I is set theoretically generated

by n - 1 elements.

In this chapter we give a proof of the theorem of Ferrand-Szpiro

and Mohan Kumar that is used in this context. In order to state this theorem

we will need some definitions.

Definition 2.1 Let A be a commutative ring and I and J be two ideals in

A. Then I and J are said to be equal upto mdicals if VI = VJ.

Definition 2.2 Let A be a noetherian commutative ring. An ideal I is

called a complete inte1'section ideal of height l' if I is generated by a regular

sequence aI, ... ,aT of length 1'.



Definition 2.3 An ideal 1 of a noetherian commutative ring A is said to be

a locally complete intersection ideal of height l' if 1p is cOlhplete intersection

ideal of height l' for all pin V(l) = {p in SpecA : 1 ~ p},

Theorem 2.1 (Ferrand-Szpiro, Mohan Kumar) Let 1 be a locally com-

plete intersection ideal in k[XI, X2, .. , , xn] of height n - 1.Then 1 is set the-

oretically generated by n - 1 elements in k[:l:1, X2" , ., xn],

The proof of this theorem proceeds as follows. Given a locally

complete intersection ideal 1 in k[Xl, X2, ... , xn] of height n-l we will produce
'\

an ideal J which is set theoretically generated by n - 1 elements and which

is equal to the ideal 1 upto radicals. It then follows that the ideal 1 is also

set theoretically generated by n - 1 elements.

The proof of the Ferrand-Szpiro, Mohan Kumar theorem is ac-

cordingly broken up into two parts.

The first part is a theorem of Ferrand-Szpiro which suggests a

candidate for the ideal .J, given the ideal 1. This theorem is proved in sec,

The second part is a theorem of Mohan Kumar which proves that

the ideal J suggested by the first part actually satisfies the requirements.

The aim of sections 2.:3 to 2.5 is to give a proof of this theorem.



2.2 The Ferrand-Szpiro theorem

Before stating the Ferrand-Szpiro theorem we state a number of preliminary

results that will be used in the proof of the Ferrand-Szpiro theorem.

The first theorem is the theorem of the basic element of Eisenbud

and Evans. We state for the convenience of the reader a few notations and

definitions.

Let A be a noetherian commutative ring and let M be a finitely

generated A-module.

f-l( M) will denote the minimal number of generators of M. For a

prime jdeal p, f-l(Mp) will denote the minimal number of generators of Mp as

an Ap-module.

Definition 2.4 An element m of !If is said to be a basic clcrnent of M at a

prime ideal r if m is not in ~JMp.An element m of M is said to be a basic

element of M if m is basic in M at a.ll the prime ideals r of A. We also say

that m is basic in M on a subset X of Spec A if m is basic inM at all prime

ideals in X.

Definition 2.5 A submodule M' of M is said to be w - fold basic in M, for

a non negative integerw, at a prime ideal ~J, if p((M/M')p) ~ p(Mp)-w.We

say that a set of elements {ml, ... , mt} of M is w - fold basic in M at r if

M' = 2::;=1 Ami is w-fold basic in M at ~J.

Let X be a suhset of SPf'C A and let N = {O, 1,2, ... } be the

set of natural numbers. Lf't d : X --+ N Iw a function. \'Ill" define a partial



ordering on X by defining ~J} ~ ~J2 if Pl ~ ~h and d(Pl) > d(~J2) for P1,P2

in X. Then we have

Definition 2.6 A function d : X -? N' is said to be a generalized dimension

function if for any ideal I of A, V(J) n X has only finite number of minimal

elements with respect to the partial ordering ~ defined above.

Theorem 2.2 (Eisenbud-Evans) Let A be a noetherian commutative ring

and let d : X -? N' be a generalized dimension function on a subset X of

spec A. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. Then

(iia) Let M' be a submodule of M, such that M' is (d(p) + 1)-fold

basic in M for all ~J in X. Then M' contains an element that is basic in M

on X.

(iib) Let ml, m2, ... , mr be elements in 111 that is (d(p) + I)-fold

basic in M for all ~) in X. If (a, mt} is basic in A Efl 1\1 on X, then there is

m' = a2m2 + a3m3 + ... + ar7Hr for a2, ... , ar in A such that Tn1 + am' is

basic in M on X.

Proof: See Evans and Criffiths (198.S), chapter 2. This reference gives the

proof for a specific dimension function. However, modifying the proof for the

generalised dimension function is straightforward.

We shall presently state two fundamental th.eorems about pro-

jective modules which may be proved as corollaries to the Eisenbud-Evans

theorem given above.



Theorem 2.3 (Serre) Let A be a noetlwrian commutative ring of dimen-

sion d and let P be a finitely generated projective A-module such then rank

(Pp) > d for all tJ in Spec A. Then P is the direct sum of a free module and

a projective module of rank 1.

Theorem 2.4 (Bass) Let P be a finitely generated projective module over a

noetherian commutative ring A, with rank (Pp) > dim A, for all p in Spec A.

Then P ED Q ~ P' ED Q for finitely generated projective A-modules P' and Q

implies that P ~ P'.

The following consequence of the Eisenbud-Evans theorem is also

used in the proof of the Ferrand-Szpiro theorem.

Lemma 2.1 Let A be a noetherian commutative ring of dimension::; 1. Let

L1 and L2 be two rank one projective A-modules.Then L1 ED L2 ~ AED L1L2•

Proof: \Vithout loss of generality, we can assume that A is reduced. Let

5 be the set of all nonzero divisors of A. Since 8-1 L1 ~ 8-1 A, we can

assume that L1 = 11 is an ideal of A. By Theorem 2.2, there is an j in

H om(L2, A) that is basic on V(ld and also at all the minimal primes of A.

Let j(L2) = 12,then L2 ~ 12 and /1 + /2 = A. Hence we have an exact

sequence



Theorem 2.5 Let A be a noetherian commutative ring and let L be a pro-

jective A-module of constant rank one. Then L has cancdlalive ]J1'OpC1'ly, i.e.

L EB Q ~ L' EB Q for finitely generated projective A-modules £I and Q implies

that L ~ L'.

Proof: Let L EB Q ~ L' EB Q. By tensoring with £I-I = Hom(L', A), we

get LL'-1 EB Q' ~ A EB Q' where Q' = Q 0 £1-1. Since it is enough to prove

LL'-1 ~ A, we can assume that L' = A.

Let f : LEBA" ----+ A"+l be an isomorphism. Let e2 = (0, 1, ... ,0),

e3 = (0,0,1,0, ... ,0), , ell+l = (0, (},... , 1) be the standard basis of A" in

L EB An and let e;, e~, ,e;'+1 be the standard basis of A"+l. For x in L, let

f(x)
f( e2)

f( e3)

where u(x) is an (n + 1) x (n + 1)- matrix 111 MlI+1(A). Define a map

F : L ----+ A as F(:r) = cld u(:r). Since Lp ~ Ap for all &,J in Spec A, and

fp : A~+l ----+ A~+l is an isomorphism, Fp(e) an unit in Ap if e is a generator

of Lp• Hence Fp is isomorphism for all p in Spec A. So, F : L ----+ A is an

isomorphism.



Theorem 2.6 (Ferrand-Szpiro) Let A be a noetherian commutative ring

and let I be a locally complete intersection ideal of height l' ~ 2 and

dim RI I ~ 1. Then there is a locally complete intersection idpal J of height

r such that

(i) Vi = vIJ

Proof: Since rank I I rl = l' > dim(AI/), by (2.3), I I 1'2= F EB L where L

is a projective AI I-module of rank oneand F is a free AI I-module of rank

r - 1. Since I I 1'20 L has a free direct summand (2.3), there is a surjective

map <p: 1112 ----+ L-I, where L-I = Hom(L,AI/). Let JII'2 = kernel (<p).

Since 1'2 ~ J ~ I we have Vi = vIJ. To see that J is a locally

complete intersection ideal of height 1', let ~J be a prime ideal in V(I) = F(J).

Let Jr be an element in I p be such that image of Jr in L~I,

via <p, generates L~I and Ipt JI, ... , Jr-I be in Jp be such that their im-

ages generate (JII'2)p. So, Ip = (I1,fl., ... ,JIl-I,Jr) + 1\; and hence Ip

(II, h,·· .,Jr-l, Jr)' By induction, we shall prove that for 1 ~ i ~ l'

there are !l1, ... ,!li in Ip such that (1) Ip = (!ll, ... ,!li,Ji+I, ... ,Jr), (2)

!II, ... ,!Ii is a regular sequence and (:3) !Ii - Ii is in J,;. To do this we as-

sume that the assertions holds for i < l' and prove the assertions for i + 1.

We write A' = A,,, I' = I"" J' = Jp. Let ~Jl, ... , Pk, be the associated

primes of A' 1(!lI, ... , !IdA' and let PI,"" Pt be maximal elements in the

set {PI"" pd. For e = 1 to t, since depth Apk = i < l' and since I' is

generated by a regular sequence of length 1', it follows that I' is not con-

tained in Pt. Hence J' is not contained in P,. Lpt.f;+1 be in PI,"" Pto and

not in Pto+I, ... ,Pt and let). be in .]''2npto+ln npt\PIU ... UPto and

let !li+1 = Ji+1 +).. So,J' = (!lI, ... ,!Ji,9i+I,Ji+'2, ,fr) + 1'2 anll hence



Hence there are gl, ... ,gr such that (1) I' = (gl, ... ,gr), (2)

91, ... ,9r is a regular sequence, (:3) the images ofgl, ... ,9r-1 generate J'I 1'2

and the image of 9r generate L~I. Note that 9; is in J'. Now if 9 is in

J' th ( \ + + \ ).. 1'2 ( ') 2 H .en 9 - /1191 ... /lr-lgr-I IS III = 91,··· ,9rJ' ence 9 IS

in (91, ... ,9r-l,9;). So, J' = (gl, ... ,9r-l,9;) is generated by a regular se-

quence of length 7'. Therefore J is a locally complete intersection ideal of

height r.

To prove that JIP is free AIJ-module of rank 7', note that IIJ

is nilpotent in AI J and hence it is enough to prove that J I J2 @ AI I ~ J I I J

is free AI I-module.

of projective AjI -modules. Also note that L -I ::::: I I J and L -2 ~ I I J @

IIJ::::: I2IIJ. Again by (2.:3) .111.1 :::::F EBLo for some projective AII-

module Lo of rank one. It is enough to prove that Lo ::::: AI I. \Ve have

JIP EBL-1 ::::: liP::::: F EBLo and L-2 EB.1112::::: JII.1 :::::F EBLo. So,

L-2 EB(F EBL) :::::L-2 EB(JII2 tf1 L-I) ~ F ffi Lo tB L-I. By the Theorem

2.4, L -2 EBL :::::Lo EBL -1. Now tIlt' t1lt'orem follows from Theorem 2.5 and

Lemma 2.1.



2.3 A theorem of Suslin

In this section we present an important theorem of Suslin which guarantees

that under a change of variables any ideal with a suitably large height in

a polynomial ring has a monic polynomial. We begin with the following

lemma.

Lemma 2.2 Let R = A[X] be a polynomial ring over a noetherian commu-

tative ring A and I be an ideal in R. Let e(I) = {a E A : there is an f in R

such that f = axn + a1xn-l + ... + an}. Then the e(I) is an ideal in A and

height (e(1)) ~ height I.

Proof: It is obvious that e(1) is an ideal. Further, since e( VI) ~ ji(i), we

can assume that I is a reduced ideal. Let / = PI n· ..n Pk where PI, ... , Pk

are minimal primes over I. As e(~Jt )f(P2) ... f(pd ~ f(1), it is enough to

prove the lemma for prime ideals J. If / is an extended prime ideal then

I = e(1) R and hence height (I) = height (e(J)). If / is not extended then

let P = In A. Then ~.JR :j:. / and height p = height (I) - 1. Note that

P ~ e(1). Let pi be a minimal prime over f(J). As height (~.J)' = height (p)

would imply that f( I) = p and / = pR is extended, we have height ~/ >
height P = height(I) - 1. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2.7 (Suslin) Let R = A[X1, ••• , Xn] be a polynomial ring over a

noetherian commutative ring A and let / be an ideal in R such that height

(1) > dim A. Let ¢ : R ~ R be the A-algebra automorphism such that

¢(Xi) = Xi + X;" for i = 1, , n - 1 and ¢(Xn) = X"' where 1"1, ... , 1"n

are nonneg;,! ive integers. If 7'}, ,1'n art' large enough then ¢( I) contains a



monic polynomial in Xu with coefficif'nts in A[X}, ... , X,,-d. In particular,

if A is a field then for any nonzero polynomial J in H, </J(J) is monic in Xn

with coefficients in A[X), ... , X,,-d.

Proof: The theorem is established by a straightforward induction argument

on the number of variables n , using the above lemma at each step.

Our proof of the Ferrand-Szpiro, Mohan Kumar theorem proceeds via the

theorem of MandaI on efficient generation of ideals in polynomial rings. This

theorem gives a sufficient condition for an ideal/in a polynomial ring to be

generated by fL(I/ /2) elements. The importance of this result stems from the

fact that one can prove that it requires at least fL(I/ /2) elements to generate

I.

In this section we give a proof of this theorem. As usual we begin

with some definitions and preliminary theorems.

Definition 2.7 Let H = A[X, X-I] be a Laurent polynomial ring over a

commutative ring A. A Laurent polynomial f is called a doubly monic poly-

nomial if the both the coefficients of the highest and lowest degree terms of

f are units in A.

The first theorem that we state is the Quillen-Suslin theorem on

the freeness of projective modules over polynomial rings.



ring over a principa.l ideal domain A. Then any finitely generated projective

R-module is free.

Theorem 2.9 (Plumstead) Let A be a commutative noetherian ring and

let R = A[X] be the polynomial ring. Let SI, S2 be in A such that As} +AS2 =

A. For two R-modules M and M', let 11 : MS1 ---t M~l and 12 : MS2 --+ M~2

be two isomorphisms such that UdS2 == (h)sl (module X). Also assume

that MS1S2 is extended from AS1S2' Then there is an isomorphism I :M --+

M'such that U)Si == Ii modulo X.

Lemlua 2.3 Let A be a commutative noetheria.n ring and let I, J be two

ideals of A so that J <;: I. Let n = fl( 1/12) and let 11, f2, ... ,Ir be elements

of I with l' < n. Assume that

(2) whenever a prime ideal p contains (f1, ... , Ir) + J and does

not contain I, the image of ~J in A/(ft, J) has height at least el, for some

fixed integer el.



(2) whenever a prime ideal fJ contains (11, ... , In Ir+l) + J and

1 is not contained in P, then the image of P in AI(1I, J) has height at least

d + 1.

Proof: Let PI,··., ~Jk be minimal p1'l111esover (11,"" Ir) + J that does

not contain 1. Note that images of Pi in AI(1I, J) has height at least

d. Assume that 9r+1 is in PI ... , Pt and not in Pt+1, ... , Pk. Let). be in

12 nPt+l n·..nPk \tJI U· .. U Pt· The assertion follows with fr+l = gr+l +..\.

Theorem 2.10 (MandaI) Let R = A[X] be a polynomial ring over a

noetherian commutative ring A and let / be an ideal of R that contains

a monic polynomial. If flU I /2) 2:: dime RI!) + 2, then flU) = flU I /2).

Proof: Let J = An /. Let 11 = fl(l I {2) and 1 = (!II," ., 9n) + 12 for some

91,··· ,9n in I. Since 1 contains a monic polynomial, for large enough integer

p,Il = 91 + jP is monic and / = (11,92, ... ,!Jn) + 12. Since AI J ---+ RI/

and AIJ ---+ RI(J,fd are integral extensions, dim(RI f) = dim(AIJ) =
dim(RI(J, II)).By repeated application of Lemma 2.:3, we can find 12, ... , I"
such that / = (11,"" In) + 12 and for any prime ideal fJ in Spec R, if

(11, ... , In) + JR is contained in p and f is not contained in p then image

of p in RI(J,Id has height at least 11 - I. which is impossible because

11 - 1 > dim RI(J,.h). Hence for any prime Ii in Spec R. if (.1, 11, h,···, In)
is contained in ~J tllPl1 1 is also contailJed in p.



Now let HI = R[1',1'-I
]

mial ring in variable l' OWl' R.

Let 'ljJ : RI --t RI be the A-automorphism such that 'ljJ(X) = X + l' + 1'-1

and 'ljJ(1') = 1'.

We shall write II = tjJ(I Rd, I' = IIn R[1'] and J'

IInR. Since 'ljJ(J) = J is contained in J', it follows that

(ii) if ('ljJ(JI, ... , tf;(J,,)RI + J'RI is contained in a prime ideal p

in Spec RI, then II is also contained in p.

Since II is monic in X, 'IjJ(II) is doubly monic in l' over R. Hence

there is an integer 1'1 ~ 0 such that al =,1"'II/)(JI) is a monic polynomial in

R[1'] with al (0) = 1. We can pick integers 1'2, ... ,1'" such that aj = 1'T''ljJ(Ji)

isin 1'R[1'].

Since 1'R[1'] + aIR[1'] = R[1'], it follows from (i) and (ii) that (iii)

I' = (aI,"" a,,)R[1'] + 1'2,

(iv) if (aI, ... ,a,,) R[1'] + J'R[1'] is contained in a prime ideal &'J in

Spec R[1'], then I' is also contained in V

First claim that I{+J' = (al, ... ,a1l)RHJI[1'].

To s(~e this let HI be a maximal ideal in Spec (RHJI[1']) that

contains (aI, ... ,a,,). Sinc(~ RH.J' --t R1+JI [1']/( al) is an integral extension,

J' is in the radical of RH.JI/(ad and Iwncp by (iv) it follows that I{+J1 is



contained in m. So, by (iii) it follows that (/;+J')'" = (al"'" all)R1+J,[T]m'

Therefore I;+J' = (aI, a2, ... all)R1+J,[T].

So there is an $ in )' such that 1;+3 = (al,"" all)R1+3[T]. Let

<PI : R1+.,[T]" ---+ 1;+3 be the surjective map defined by </>1(ed = ai, where

ell ••• , en is the standard basis of Ri'+.,[T]. Also let </>2 : R3[T]tl ---+ I~ =

R.,[T] be the surjective map defined by <P2(ed = 1 and </>i(ei) = 0 for i = 2

Now let 1\ = kernel </>1and 1(' = kenl.el( </>2)' Note that ICis free.

Further, since IC is projective and (/(3)a) is free, by the theorem of Quillen

and Suslin (Theorem 2.8), 1\., is free.

Now let "bar" denote "modulo T". Since al = 1 and ai = 0 for

z 2, ... , n it follows that (</>d3 = (</>2h+3' So, we have an isomorphism

f30 : IC ---+ I(~+s such that the following diagram of exact sequences

---+ R" ---+ I' ---+ 0s(l+s) s(1+s)

Since 1(., and I\;+s are extended modules, there is an isomorphism

f3 : IC ---+ f(~+s such that (3 = (30' Using splittings of (</>l)s and (</>2h+s which

are equal "modulo T", there is an isomorphism () : RS(1+s)[T]" ---+ Rs(I+s)[T]n



Since sR + (1 + s)R = R, we ha.ve the following fibre product diagram:

Q-~-if>---' R'ITI'~

I' I;

Here F : RJ+s[T]" ----t Rs(J+s)[T]" is the composition map

RJ+s[T]" ---+ Rs(J+s)[T)" ~ Rs(J+s)[T]". In this diagram Q is the fibre product

of Rs[T]" and RJ+s[T]" via O. The map </> : q ----t I' is got by properties of

fibre product. </> is surjective because </>1 and </>2 are surjective.

If 01 : Qs ----t Rs[T]" and O2 : QJ+s ----t RJ+s[T]" are the natural

isomorphisms, then (Odl+sO(O:;I)s = () == Id modulo T. By (2.9), it follows

that Q ::::;R[T]'1 is free. Hence I' is generated by 11. elements.

Therefore, lp{J R[T, T-I
]) = II = I~ is also generated by 11. ele-

ments and hence so is 1R[T, T-1
]. Now hy suhstituting T = 1, it follows that

1 is generated by n elements. The proof is is complf'tf'.



In this section we will show how the theorem of Ferrand-Szpiro and Mohan

Kumar is a consequence of the theorem of MandaI proved in the previous

section.

Theorem 2.11 (Mohan Kumar) Suppose R = ljA'JJ"" x,,j is a polyno-

mial ring over a field i· and .I is an ideal of /l. If 1'(.11fl) 2: dim( /11/) + 2

then p(./} =p( .// Ii).

Proof: This theorem is all immediate consequence of Theorem 2. I and the

~~~~ ~~ ~~"-~ ~ ~~~'-~"'&.~ ~'-~"'&.<t.:. .

Theorem 2.1 (Ferrand-Szpiro, Mohan Kumar) Let / be a locally com-

plete intersection ideal in q:rl,:r'2,'" ,:r,,] of height n - 1.Then / is set the-

oretically generated by n - 1 elements in k[:rl' :1:'2, ... , :r,,].

Proof: We can assume n 2: :3. By Theorem 2.6 there is a locally complete

intersection ideal J such that

Hence by theorem (2.11) p(J) = Il(JIP) = 11,-1. This completes

the proof of Theorem 2.1.



Chapter 3

THE COWSIK-NORI THEOREM

In this chapter we give a proof of the Cowsik-Nori theorem based on Luy-

beznik's survey paper, Luybeznik (1987).

We begin with a change of variables lemma whose proof was kindly

supplied by Prof. M.Balwant Singh.

3.2 A change of variables theorem

Lemma 3.1 Let qx, Y] be a polynomial ring in two variables over a perfect

field k with chamcte7"i8tic k = p and I be a.n irreducible polynomial. Then

either aj/ax f 0 or iJI/8Y f O.

Proof: Assume]J ~ 1 . In case ai/aX = iJI/[)Y = 0 then 1= gP for some

9 in k[X, Y]. But sil1Cf~I is irreducible the proof is complete.



Lemma 3.2 Let k[X, Y] and j be as in lemma Then for large enough m,

if p does not divide m, we have j(X + ym, V) is monic in Y and oj(X +

Proof: Let F = Fm = j(X + ym, Y). By Theorem 2.7j F is monic in Y.

W I 1 BF ym-l!!.1.(x'+ym y)+!li(x'+ym Y) N ·f!!.1....J.Oe a so lave BY = 1n ax ' i1V ,. ow 1 BY I

then there is an integer mo such that oj / ay is not in (ymo). Hence for

any nonnegative integer 11/., U(X + y"\ Y) is not in (ymo). It follows in

this case that for m ~ Tno + 1, aF/ay =I O.In case aj/ay = 0 then by (3.1)

aI/aX =I 0 and hence of/aY = mym-1U:(X + Y"\ Y) =I 0 if p does not

divide Tn.

Lemma 3.3 Let k --+ f{ be a finite field extension and f( = k(y, z) where y

is separable over k. Then L = /,,:(ay + z) for a.ll but finitely many a in k.

Lemma 3.4 Let A = k[Y, Z] be a polynomia.l ring over a field k and PI, P2

be two distinct maximal ideals in A. Then ~JI n k[aY + Z] =I ~J2 n k[aY + Z]

for all but finitely many a in I.:.

Proof: Let L be the algebraic closure of k and for i = 1,2 let Lj be the

fraction field of AhJj. SinCl" /". Li is finite WE' can fix two k-embeddings



Let E be the set of all k-embeddings (J : LI --t L. Then E is finite. Write

S = {a in k: fo7' some (J in E a((J(Yd - Y2) = Z2 - (J(zd} . Clearly, S is

finite.

Suppose a is in k that is not in S. We will see that PI nk[aY +Z] =1=

P2 n k[aY + Z]. For i = 1,2 since Pi is the kernel of the map k[Y, Z] --t

Li, note that for (J in E, ((J(yd, (J(ZI)) =1= (Y2, Z2)' Hence it follows that

daYl + zd =1= aY2 + Z2 for all (J in E. So, aYI + z} and aY2 + Z2 are not

conjugates and therefore they have distinct minimal monic polynomials over

k. For i = 1,2 let fi(T) be the minimal monic polynomial of aYi + zi.It is

easy to see that fi(aY + Z) are distinct irreducible elements in k[aY + Z]

and are in Pi n k[aY + Z]. Hence ~J] n k[aY + Z] = P2 n k[aY + Z].

The following is the theorem to which all the lemmas of this sec-

tion were heading.

Theorem 3.1 Let A = k[X}, ... , Xli] be a polynomial ring over a perfect

field k and J be a reduced ideal of pure height n - 1. Then, after a change

of variables rP : A --t A, k[XI, X2]/ I n k[XI, X2] --t A/ J is integral and

birationa!'

Proof: By Theorem 2.7, after a change of variables, k --t k[XtJ --t ••• --t

k[X1, ••. , Xll]/ III are all integral, Ir = In k[XI, ... ,Xr]. Assume for the mo-

ment that k[XI, X2J! 12 --t k[X}, X2, X:3J! 1:3 is integral and birational. Hence

k[X}, X2, X4, ..• , X,.]/.1 --t k[XI, ... ,Xli] is integral and birational, where

.1 = J n k[X}, X2, X4, .•• , X,.]. Hence, by induction, again after a change

of variables k[XI,X2J!Ink[XI,X2] --t k[XI, ... ,XllJ!I is integral and bira-

tiona!' So, it is enough to prove the theorem for n = :3.



We write XI = X, X1. = Y, X3 = Z.Also write I = PI,···, pr

,where Pi are in Spec(k[X, Y, Z]). Again by Suslin's theorem, we assume

that k[X, Y]/ In k[X, Y] ~ k[X, Y, Z]j I is integral. We have Pi n k[X, Y] =

!ik[X, Y] for some irreducible!i in k[X, Y]. By Lemma :3.2, for large enough

m that is not divisible by p, gi = !i(X + Y"', Y) is monic and 8gi/8Y =I 0

for i = 1, ... , r. Hence after the change of variables X ~ X + Y"', Y ~ Y

For i = 1, ... ,1', let I( be the fraction field of k[X, Y, Z]jPi and

Xi, Vi, Zi be the images of X, Y, Z in J(i. It follows that k(X) ~ J(i is integral

and' Yi is separable over k(X). Since k(X) is infinite, by lemmas (3.3) and

(3.4) there is an a in k(X) such that J(i = k(X)(aYi + z) for all i = 1, ... , r

and k(X)[Y, Z] n WPi are distinct. Hence it follows that for k(X)[Y, Z]j I

is generated by aY + Z over k(X). Write a = cj d with c, d in k[X] and

AC + I3d = 1. Then k(X)[Y, Z]/ I is generated by cY + dZ over k(X).

(
1 0 0)

Now a = 0 c d is invertible. After the change of variables

o A (3
X, Y, Z to o'(X, Y, Z)t, we have that k(X)[Y, Z]/ I is generated by Y over

k(X). Hence k[X, Y]/ In qx, Y] ~ qx, Y, Z]j I is birational.

Theorem 3.2 (Cowsik-Nori) Let k be a field of positive characteristic p.

Suppose I is an ideal of pure height n - 1 in R = qxl, X1., ... , X,.]. Then I

is set theoretically generated by n - 1 elements.

Proof: Let J( = ~:I/oo. Let R' = J([XI, ... , X,,] and I' = I R'. If I' is

set theoretically generated by II, ... 1 I,,-I tlWll for some large enough H,



we have ffN, ... , f::~\ are In I and generilt(~ I set theoretically. So, we can

assume that k is perfect. \Vp can also assume that I is a reduced ideal since

we are interested in ideals only upto radi •.als.

By the theorem of the previolls section, after a change of variables,

we can assume that k[X\, Xl]/ In k[X\, Xl] --t R/ I is integral and birational.

Now write Ao = k[X\, Xl]/ I n k[X\, Xl] and let us define C as

{t in Ao : tA ~ Ao} C is called the conductor of Ao into A, where

A= k[X1, ••• ,Xn]/I.

We claim that C is a height 1 ideal in Ao.Clearly the height of C

in Ao is atmost 1. Hence we need only to show that the height is non-zero.

To do this we show that C contains a non-zero divisor of Ao. Then C cannot

be contained in any minimal prime of Ao.

To show that C contains a non-zero divisor we observe that since

the extension Ao to A is integral, finite A is finitely generated as a module

over Ao. Moreover, if t1, ... , tk are a basis over Ao thpn since the extension is

birational we may assume that the ti have denominators which are non-zero

divisors in Ao. Thus if t denotes the product of these denominators then t is

in C and is a non-zero divisor.

Hence the height of C in Ao is l.Thus dim(Ao/C) is zero.This

implies that dim(A/C) is zero and hence that A/e is Artinian and hence

dirnkA is finite.

Let :l:i be the image of Xi in Ale and Jet Vir he the k-linear

subspace of A/C generatf'd hy {:l;f} : j = 1','" + I, ... }. There is an integer

N such that Vir = \fiN for i = :3, .. , ,11- and l' = .N, N + 1" ... As x~ is in

V£(N+l)' there are Ail, Ail, ... , Ail in /" and CJ, .. " en in k[XI, Xl] such that



N
For i = 3, ... , n write Yi = Xf , R{) = qxl, Xl, Y1.... , ~,],IO =

In Ro. Since VI = J loR, we shall prove that 10 is set theoretically generated

by n - 1 elements in R{).

Since (8 Iii 8}j kj=3, ...n is identity, we have by the only if part of

Theorem 2.1 of Hartshorne,( 1977) that R1 = Ro/(h, ... , In) is regular of

dimension 2. Hence 10/(}3, ... ,In) is a height one ideal in a regular ring and

hence is an invertible ideal.But invertible ideals in regular rings are locally

principal ideals and since R1 is of dimension 2,I0/(h, ... , In) is a locally

complete intersection ideal in R1. Hence 10 is a locally complete intersection

ideal of height n - 1 in Ro. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, 10 is set theoretically

generated by n - 1 elements.

Some concluding remarks

First let us point the following generalzation of the Cowsik-Nori theorem.

From the result for aff1ne curvf'S Lyubeznik has shown that

Theorem 3.3 Every algehraic Sf't V in An over k, a field of positive charac-

teristic, consisting of irreducible compollf'nts of positive dimensions can be

In contrast with this positive result in characteristic p we will

point out that it is still unknown if every irreducible curve in affine three

dimensional space over tllf' complex numbers is eVl"n locally a set theoretic

complete intersection. For l"xilmple, it is unknown if the following curve



x = t6 + t3
, Y = tS, ;:; = t.IO is a sd tlworetic cOlllpl(>t(~intersection locally at

the origin.

In projective space the question se(~1llto be ha.rder. One may ask

the following question

Question 3.3 Can every geometrically connected algebraic subset of positive

dimension in a projective n di7nensional spacc over a field k be defincd set

theoretically by n-J equations ?

The answer is unknown even for smooth curves over algebraically

closed fields.
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